Axolotls are uniquely able to resolve spinal cord injuries, but little is known about the mechanisms 23 underlying spinal cord regeneration. We found that tail amputation leads to reactivation of a 24 developmental-like program in spinal cord ependymal cells (Rodrigo Albors et al., 2015) . We also 25 identified a high-proliferation zone and demonstrated that cell cycle acceleration is the major driver of 26 regenerative growth (Rost et al., 2016) . What underlies this spatiotemporal pattern of cell proliferation, 27 however, remained unknown. Here, using a modelling approach supported by experimental data, we 28
Axolotls are uniquely able to resolve spinal cord injuries, but little is known about the mechanisms 23 underlying spinal cord regeneration. We found that tail amputation leads to reactivation of a 24 developmental-like program in spinal cord ependymal cells (Rodrigo Albors et al., 2015) . We also 25 identified a high-proliferation zone and demonstrated that cell cycle acceleration is the major driver of 26 regenerative growth (Rost et al., 2016) . What underlies this spatiotemporal pattern of cell proliferation, 27 however, remained unknown. Here, using a modelling approach supported by experimental data, we 28
show that the proliferative response in the regenerating spinal cord is consistent with a signal that starts 29 recruiting cells 24 hours after amputation and spreads about one millimeter from the injury. Finally, our 30 model predicts that the observed shorter S phase can explain spinal cord outgrowth in the first four days 31 of regeneration but after, G1 shortening is also necessary to explain outgrowth dynamics. 32 33 Introduction 34
The axolotl (Ambystoma mexicanum) has the remarkable ability to regenerate the injured spinal cord 35 (reviewed in Freitas, Yandulskaya & Monaghan, 2019; Tazaki et al, 2017; Chernoff et al., 2003) , and thus 36 represents a unique system to study the mechanisms of successful spinal cord regeneration. Key players 37 in this process are the ependymal cells lining the central canal of the spinal cord, which retain neural stem 38 cell potential throughout life (Becker, Becker & Hugnot, 2018) . 39
In earlier studies, we found that spinal cord injury in the axolotl triggers the reactivation of a 40 developmental-like program in ependymal cells, including a switch from slow, neurogenic to fast, 41 proliferative cell divisions (Rodrigo Albors et al., 2015) . We showed that in the uninjured spinal cord and 42
in the non-regenerating region of the injured spinal cord, ependymal cells divide slowly, completing a cell 43 cycle in 14.2 ± 1.3 days. In contrast, regenerating ependymal cells speed up their cell cycle and divide 44 every 4.9 ± 0.4 days (Rodrigo Albors et al., 2015) (Rost et al., 2016) . By using a mathematical modeling 45 approach, we demonstrated that the acceleration of the cell cycle is the major driver of regenerative 46
spinal cord outgrowth and that other processes such as cell influx, cell rearrangements, and neural stem 47 cell activation play smaller roles (Rost et al., 2016) . We quantitatively analyzed cell proliferation in space 48 and time and identified a high-proliferation zone that emerges 4 days after amputation within the 800 μm 49 adjacent to the injury site and shifts posteriorly over time as the regenerating spinal cord grows (Rost et 50 al., 2016)( Figure 1-figure supplement 1A) . What underlies this precise spatiotemporal pattern of cell 51 proliferation in the regenerating axolotl spinal cord, however, remains unknown. Pattern formation 52 phenomena occurring during development can be quantitatively reproduced by invoking morphogenetic 53 signals spreading from localized sources (Morelli et al., 2012) . It is thus conceivable that tail amputation 54 triggers a signal that propagates or diffuses along the injured spinal cord to speed up the cell cycle of 55 resident cells. 56
In this new study, we take a modelling approach tightly supported by previous experimental data 57
to unveil the theoretical spatiotemporal distribution such signal should have to explain the observed rate 58 of spinal cord outgrowth in the axolotl. Our model also predicts that shortening of S phase is sufficient to 59 explain the explosive regenerative outgrowth in the first four days of regeneration, but both S and G1 60
shortening are necessary to explain the outgrowth dynamics from day 4 to day 8, when most cell divisions 61 are still self-renewing/proliferative divisions (Rodrigo Albors et al., 2015) . Together, our results provide 62 new clues for when and where to search for the signal/s that may be responsible for driving successful 63 spinal cord regeneration. 64 65 66
Results

67
Model of developing spinal cord 68
Taking into account the symmetry of the ependymal tube and that ependymal cells organize as a pseudo-69 stratified epithelium (Joven & Simon, 2018) , we modeled the anterior-posterior (AP) axis of the spinal 70 cord as a row of ependymal cells (see Computational methods section for more details). We assumed that 71 all cells are rigid spheres that proliferate with a certain cell cycle length. We modeled the proliferation 72 dynamics as follows: we assumed that in the initial condition, each cell is in a random coordinate along its 73 cell cycle, where the initial coordinate and the cell cycle length follow a uniform and a normal distribution, 74
respectively. In the developing axolotl spinal cord, upon cell division, i) the daughter cells inherit the cell 75 cycle length from the mother's normal distribution and ii) the daughter cells translocate posteriorly, 76
displacing the cells posterior to them. This last feature of the model is the implementation of what we 77 earlier defined as "cell pushing mechanism" (Rost et al., 2016) . This model predicts that after a time of 78 approximately one cell cycle length, mitotic events will occur along the AP axis, contributing to the growth 79 of the developing spinal cord ( Figure 1A ). 80 81
Model of regenerating spinal cord 82
We modeled the amputation by removing the most posterior cells of the tissue and studied the 83 regenerative response in the remaining N0 cells (see Figure 1B ,C, Figure 1-figure supplement 1B and  84 Computational methods section for more details). We assumed that amputation triggers the release of a 85 signal, which spreads over the AP axis a distance of λ μm anterior to the amputation plane and, after a 86 time τ, recruits ependymal cells within the λ μm zone, inducing a change in their proliferation program. 87 We notated the AP position of the most anterior cell recruited by the signal as ξ(t), the recruitment limit, 88 such that ξ(t = τ) =λ. In the model, all cells anterior to the cell located at ξ(t) are not recruited and 89 continue cycling slowly during the simulations (Figure 1-figure supplement 1B) . In contrast, cells posterior 90 to ξ(t), and thus located within λ μm anterior to the amputation plane, are recruited at time τ and modify 91 their cycling according to the cell cycle phase in which they are in. Because we previously demonstrated 92 that the length of G2 and M phase in ependymal cells do not change upon amputation (Rodrigo Albors et 93 al., 2015), we assumed that recruited cells whose cell cycle coordinates belong to G2 or M when t = τ will 94 continue cycling as before (Figure 1-figure supplement 1B). In contrast, based on our previous study 95
showing that regenerating ependymal cells go through shorter G1 and S phases of the cell cycle than non-96 regenerative ependymal cells (Rodrigo Albors et al., 2015) , we reasoned that the signal instructs recruited 97 ependymal cells precisely to shorten G1 and S phases, effectively shortening their cell cycle. We conceived 98 a mechanism of G1 shortening in which a certain part of this cell cycle phase is skipped. We implemented 99 this mechanism as follows ( Figure beginning of G1 phase, such that its cell cycle coordinate is before certain critical coordinate G1cr when t 101 = τ, its cell cycle coordinate acquires the G1cr in the next simulation step. If the cell cycle coordinate of the 102 recruited cell is located after G1cr when t = τ, it continues cycling as before. This mechanism induces a 103 partial synchronization of cells transiting through G1. Because all DNA must be duplicated for cell division 104
to occur, we considered a different mechanism to model S phase shortening: If the cell cycle coordinate 105 belongs to S when t = τ, the new cell cycle coordinate of this cell will be proportionally mapped to the 106 corresponding coordinate of a reduced S phase in the next simulation step ( Figure arrives, it will be in the 40% of its shorter S phase in the next simulation step. Daughter cells of recruited 109 cells inherit short G1 and S phases from their mothers and consequently have shorter cell cycle lengths 110
( Figure 1C ). To parametrize the cell phase durations of recruited and non-recruited cells and cell geometry, 111
we used our previous experimental data in regenerating and non-regenerating axolotl spinal cords 112 (Rodrigo Albors et al., 2015)(see Computational methods section and Table 1 ). 113
The model predicts that if we wait a time similar to the reduced cell cycle length, we will observe 114 more mitotic events posterior to ξ than anterior to it. In particular, if this model is correct, the prediction 115 for ξ ( Figure 1B The cell pushing mechanism: the more posterior a cell is, the faster it moves 178
To investigate in detail the spatial distribution of cell identities along the AP axis during the regenerative 179 response, we performed a clonal analysis in our model. To do so, we tracked the AP coordinates of cell 180 clones throughout the model simulations by monitoring the mean AP position of cells originated from the 181 same clone. We observed that while the anterior-most cells are slightly displaced, cells located close to 182 the amputation plane end up at the posterior end of the regenerated spinal cord ( Figure 3A ), in agreement 183 with experimental cell trajectories during axolotl spinal cord regeneration (Rost et al., 2016) . Additionally, 184
the velocity of a clone monotonically increases with its AP coordinate ( Figure 3B ), in line with experimental 185
data (Rost et al., 2016) . These results suggest that cells preserve their relative position along the AP axis. 186
Hence, when plotting the relative position of each clone to the outgrowth of the corresponding tissue 187 minus the recruitment limit ξ(t), we observed that this normalized quantity is conserved in time, a 188 fingerprint of scaling behavior ( Figure 3C ). 189 regeneration are not fully understood. Here, by using a modelling approach tightly linked to our previous 234 experimental data, we find that the spatiotemporal pattern of cell proliferation during spinal cord 235 regeneration in the axolotl is consistent with a signal that comes into play 24 hours post-amputation and 236
recruits cells located within one millimeter anterior to the injury site. Moreover, we show that shortening 237 of S phase is sufficient to explain the explosive growth observed during the first days of regeneration, but 238 that both S and G1 shortening are necessary to explain/sustain the outgrowth during the expansion of the 239 ependymal/neural stem cell pool (before the first new-born neurons are seen (Rodrigo Albors et al., 240 2015)). 241
Compared to the number of mathematical models designed to unveil pattern formation 242 phenomena during development (Morelli et al., 2012) , modelling in regeneration is still in its infancy 243 (Chara et al., 2014 ). An interesting example of modelling applied to regenerative processes was given by 244 a system of deterministic ordinary differential equations that was superbly used to disentangle how 245 secreted signaling factors could be used to control the output of multistage cell lineages in a self-renewing 246 neural tissue, the mammalian olfactory epithelium (Lander et al., 2009 ). Another mathematical model 247 based on ordinary differential equations was conceived to establish the causal relationship between the 248 individually quantified cellular processes to unravel the stem cell dynamics in the developing spinal cord 249 in chick and mouse (Kicheva et al., 2014) . In a similar approach, we previously modelled the regenerating 250 axolotl spinal cord by means of a system of deterministic ordinary differential equations describing the 251 kinetics of the cycling and quiescent ependymal cell numbers which we mapped to a model of spinal cord 252 outgrowth (Rost et al., 2016) . This allowed us to conclude that while cell influx and cell cycle re-entry play 253 a minor role, the acceleration of the cell cycle is the major driver of regenerative spinal cord outgrowth in 254 axolotls (Rost et al., 2016) . A more recent study based on ordinary and partial differential equations 255 involving cell proliferation was used to predict the spinal cord growth of the knifefish (Ilieş, Sipahi & 256 Zupanc, 2018). 257
In this follow-up study, we investigated the effect of the spatiotemporal distribution of cell 258 proliferation during axolotl spinal cord regeneration. To do so, we developed a more general and yet 259 accurate model introducing the spatial dimension relevant to the problem: the AP axis. To further build a 260 more realistic model, we included non-deterministic attributes: a uniform distribution of the initial cell cycle regulation is a key mechanism controlling the amount and type of cells needed to generate and 285 regenerate a tissue. 286
Another prediction of our model is that a signal must spread about one millimeter from the injury 287 site to start recruiting ependymal cells 24 hours after amputation to explain the spatiotemporal pattern 288 of cell proliferation in the regenerating spinal cord. Since recruited cells share the same cell cycle length, 289 cell pushing causes homogeneous tissue expansion, which leads to scaling of their relative trajectories 290 (Averbukh et al., 2014 ). An important question now is whether the spatiotemporal distribution of this 291 potential signal agrees with the known signaling events operating during spinal cord regeneration. 292 A strong signal-recruiting candidate is the axolotl MARCKS-like protein (AxMLP), a secreted factor 293 involved in the proliferative response during axolotl appendage regeneration (Sugiura et al., 2016) . AxMLP 294 is normally expressed in spinal cord cells but is upregulated following tail amputation, peaking 12 to 24 h 295 after amputation and returning to basal levels a day later (Sugiura et al., 2016) . The time-course of AxMLP 296 expression thus fits within the timing prediction of our model and the secreted nature of AxMLP protein 297 could explain the long-range proliferative response in the regenerating spinal cord. In the future, a tighter 298 time-course characterization of AxMLP localization throughout axolotl spinal cord regeneration will help 299 putting our predictions to test. 300
Changes in the biophysical properties of the amputated tail could also trigger the orderly increase 301 in cell proliferation. In Xenopus tadpoles, tail amputation leads to the activation of the H+ V-ATPase which 302 is necessary and sufficient to promote tail regeneration (Adams et al., 2007) . In the axolotl, tail amputation 303 triggers changes in calcium, sodium, and membrane potential at the injury site (Ozkucur et al., 2010) while 304 spinal cord transection induces a rapid and dynamic change in the resting membrane potential which 305 drives a c-Fos dependent gene expression program promoting a pro-regenerative response (Sabin et al., 306 2015) . The proliferation-inducing signal could also be of mechanical nature (Chiou & Collins, 2018) . In this 307 direction, it is interesting that spinal cord transection in the zebrafish induces an immediate alteration in 308 the mechanical properties in the lesion site, which gradually returns to normal (Schlüßler et al., 2018) . 309
Our predictions of the temporal and spatial distribution that such proliferation-inducing signal could have 310 will guide efforts to narrow down the mechanisms responsible for successful spinal cord regeneration. 311
Taken together, our study provides a finer mechanistic understanding of the cell cycle kinetics 312 that drive spinal cord regeneration in axolotl and paves the way to search for the signal or signals that 313 launch the successful ependymal cell response to spinal cord injury. 314 315
Computational methods 316
Model of developing and regenerating axolotl spinal cord 317
We modeled the spinal cord as a densely-packed row of ependymal cells. Since all the cells are assumed 318 identical rigid spheres, the model effectively involves only one spatial dimension: the anterior-posterior 319
(AP) axis of the spinal cord. We assumed that each cell proliferates with a certain random cell cycle length 320
TC. The cell cycle length TC is assumed normally distributed (TC = N (μTC, σTC) ). In the initial condition, each 321 cell is in a random coordinate χ (t = 0) = χ0 along its particular cell cycle, where χ0 is assumed uniformly 322 distributed between zero and its corresponding TC. As time goes by, each cell moves its cell coordinate χ 323 (t) deterministically until it reaches its corresponding TC value. At this precise moment, the cell divides and 324 one daughter inherits its mother's AP coordinate while the other is intercalated between the first 325 daughter and the posterior neighboring cell. This last feature of the model is the implementation of what 326 we earlier defined as "cell pushing mechanism" (Rost et al., 2016) . This model predicts that after a time 327 of approximately one cell cycle length, mitotic events will occur along the AP axis, contributing to the 328 growth of the spinal cord during development ( Figure 1A) . 329
To study the evolution of the tissue under a regenerative setup, we focused on the tissue response 330
to an amputation modeled by simply removing the most posterior Nr cells. We modeled the regenerative 331 response in the remaining N0 cells by assuming that amputation triggers the release of a signal, which 332 spreads over the AP axis a distance of λ μm anterior to the amputation plane and, after a time τ, recruits 333 the ependymal cells within the λ μm zone, inducing a change in their proliferation program. Because 334 regenerative ependymal cells go through shorter G1 and S phases of the cell cycle than non-regenerative 335 ependymal cells (Rodrigo Albors et al., 2015) , we assumed that the released signal instructs regenerating 336 ependymal cells precisely to reduce G1 and S phases, effectively shortening their cell cycle. 337
We notated the AP position of the most anterior cell recruited by the signal as ξ(t), the recruitment 338 limit, such that ξ(t = τ) = λ. Note that before t = τ there is not recruitment limit since all ependymal cells 339 within the AP axis proliferate with the same TC. Hence, for t = τ, all the cells anterior to the cell located at 340 ξ(t) are not recruited and continue cycling slowly during the simulations (Figure 1-figure supplement 1B) . 341 In contrast, at the same time, cells posterior to ξ(t), and thus located within λ μm anterior to the 342 amputation plane, are instantaneously recruited. This means that the cell cycle coordinates of these cells 343 undergo a coordinate transformation, modifying their cycling according to the cell cycle phase in which 344 they are in: if the cell cycle coordinate at t = τ belongs to G2 or M, the cell will continue cycling as before 345
( Figure 1-figure supplement 1B ). If the cell cycle coordinate belongs to G1, we considered the following 346 mechanism (Figure 1-figure supplement 1B) : If the recruited cell has a cell cycle coordinate which is lower 347 than certain critical coordinate G1cr when t = τ, its cell cycle coordinate will be equal to G1cr in the next 348 simulation step. If the cell cycle coordinate of the recruited cell is higher than G1cr when t = τ, it will 349 continue cycling as before. This mechanism induces a partial synchronization of cells transiting through 350 G1. ( Figure 1C and Figure 1-figure supplement 1B) . Finally, if the cell cycle coordinate belongs to S when t 351 = τ, we assumed a proportional mapping mechanism: the new cell cycle coordinate of this cell will be 352
proportionally mapped to the corresponding coordinate of a shortened S phase in the next simulation 353 step ( Figure 1C and Figure 1-figure supplement 1B) . 354
Finally, daughter cells of recruited cells maintain shortened G1 and S phases as their mothers and 355
consequently have shorter cell cycle lengths ( Figure 1C) . 356
Model parametrization 358
The model parameters are summarized in Table 1. Briefly, the ependymal cell length along the AP axis and  359 the distributions of cell phases durations and cell lengths were fixed from our previous publication 360 (Rodrigo Albors et al., 2015) . The only free model parameters are the remaining anterior cells after 361 amputation N0, the length λ along the AP axis of the putative signal and τ, the time between amputation 362 and cell recruitment. 363
364
Fitting procedure of the experimental switchpoint with the theoretical recruitment limit ξ(t) 365
The experimentally obtained switchpoint of the regenerating axolotl spinal cord (extracted from Rost et 366 al., 2016) was fitted with the model-predicted recruitment limit ξ(t). Free model parameters N0, λ and τ 367
were estimated by sweeping N0 from 100 to 300 (with a sampling of 5) and λ from 500 to 1,500 (with a 368 sampling of 50) and τ from 0 to 192 (with sampling of 6). For each combination of parameters, we 369 performed 1,000 replicated simulations from 1,000 random seeds. Best fitting result was estimated by 370 minimization of the residual sum of squares between the means of the experimental switchpoint and the 371 simulated recruitment limit ξ(t). Implementation of the recruitment limit ξ(t) and its fitting to the 372 experimental switchpoint are available in 'main/Simulating_recruitment_limit.ipynb' and 373
'main/Fitting_recruitment_limit.ipynb', respectively, in Cura Costa et al., 2020a. 374 375
Clones trajectories 376
We calculated the clone trajectories following the positions of each clone in random simulations. When a 377 cell divided, we kept the mean position of the clone cells as the clone position. In Figure 3A The models were implemented in Python 3.0. Simulations and data analysis were performed using Numpy 399 (Oliphant, 2006) and Pandas (McKinney, 2010) while data visualization was executed with Matplotlib 400 (Hunter, 2007 We thank Fabian Rost for critical comments on the manuscript. We also thank the members of the 409
Chara lab for interesting discussions. Initial number of cells along the AP axis, anterior to the amputation plane.
Free parameters (determined in this study).
λ Length from the amputation plane recruited by the signal (μm). τ
Delay between the moment of amputation and cell recruitment (days after amputation or hours after amputation). 536
